A GROWTH OF SAVINGS
From a family farm to an
agricultural powerhouse,
George Sant and Sons
Greenhouses has been
continuing their family
tradition for more than
seventy years.
‘Not too many people use real soil
anymore,’ muses Rick Sant, coowner and co-operator of George
Sant and Sons Greenhouses,
‘we’re very unusual in that
regard.’ What originally started
as a family farm to provide
food and a source income for
a young immigrant family from
Malta, the Sant family business
underwent a dramatic change
in 1957 to meet the growing
demands for bedding flowers.
Since then, the family owned and
operated greenhouse has grown
exponentially, now covering a
sprawling 100-acre property in
rural Ontario. With forty full time
staff and over one hundred and
fifty workers during their seasonal
peak, the greenhouse is currently
owned and operated by the third
generation of the Sant family, still
proudly plying the family trade
as the fourth generation begins
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to enter the family business and
continue the legacy.
Rick goes on to explain the
process by which they ensure
that their soil is of an acceptable
quality before beginning the
planting process. Raw soil
begins by moving through a
shredder, removing any rocks,

Alongside cuttings and seeds, Sant’s is also well known for their
production and sale of more traditional perennials and potted plants

wood, or other unwanted foreign
debris, while simultaneously
removing any clumps from the
soil and transitioning it into a fine,
shredded quality. From there, the
soil is subjected to a sterilization
process before being relocated to
a conveyor system.
It’s at this point that the soil is
introduced to a series of natural
additives, including lime, peat
moss, bark, and wood fibers,
which guarantee natural aeration,
ideal pH levels, and promote
plant growth. The wood fibers
have been a recent change to
the greenhouse’s typical additive
formula, replacing perlite as a
more environmentally friendly
alternative, which has always
been important to the company.
‘We don’t use too many
chemicals,’ Rick continues, ‘a lot
of it is just biological.’
From this stage, the soil is
transported to the various
sections of the property for use
in seeding machines, potting,
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and other planting operations
throughout the greenhouse.
After an appropriate amount
of time spent cultivating under
the warmth of the greenhouse
glass and the watchful eyes of
the faculty, the product is loaded
and shipped out to their various
customers across the United
States and Canada.
Previously, the company was
making use of a 200 horsepower
firetube boiler to provide the
steam required for their soil
sterilization, which was converted
from an aging hot water boiler,
explains Rick. Part of the Sant
family’s method of ensuring a
high quality product is that all soil
receives a thirty minute ‘steam
bath’ sterilization at 350 degrees
Fahrenheit, resulting in an
increase to crop yields, unlocking
further nutrients within the soil,
and a complete purge of weeds,
bacteria, fungus, and other
viruses.
‘We used to run on coal, then
light oil before gas. The boiler
room was four times the size
where they were, you walk
anywhere near it you couldn’t
have a conversation. Even the
neighbors would complain about
the rumble at night,’ he says
with a laugh. That however is no
longer the case. ‘This one,’ Rick
continues, ‘you can come in here
and actually talk.’
When the time came to replace
the aging equipment, the
greenhouse made the switch
to Clayton Industries, and
now relies on a Sigma Fire 75
Horsepower gas fired boiler for
their soil sterilization. The boiler
itself had previously seen use
within an industrial cleaning
facility, and was given a complete
refurbishment by Clayton as part
of the sales process.
Since the installation, Sant’s
has been able to do away with
several inconveniences beyond
the noise levels. Their current
boiler produces steam in under
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use real soil
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unusual in
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five minutes, a vast improvement
from their previous model,
and the company is no longer
required to have a licensed
operator on site due to Clayton’s
inherently safe design. Their
new unit is properly sized and
performs well regardless of the
firing rate, which is a must for
the changing steam demands
the greenhouse sees over the
course of the year, representing
significant savings in operational
costs. And finally, their new
boiler takes up less than a third
of the space of their previous
system, allowing for a compact
installation in a smaller section of
the greenhouse, with the previous
area being converted into brand
new office space.
From their humble origins as a
family farm, the Sant name has
become a major force in the
industry, growing to become a
wholesale provider to garden
centers across North America,
producing over 10 million
cuttings a year, in addition
to seeds and perennials of a
stunning variety.
James Adgey serves as a Sales
and Marketing assistant with
Clayton Industries.
For more information, visit
www.claytonindustries.com

